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Summary

Knowledge management (KM) has reached just another peak of limelight attention, in software development, IT-product 
creation, IT-service offerings, business consulting, the professional conference industry, venture capital opportunities, or public 
awareness. Last not least businesses are eager to finally exploit the fruits of this broad infrastructure built-up. They aim to 
better cope with their growing challenges in managing the valuable and scarce resource 'knowledge' in their organization. KM 
is regarded a critical success factor. This pertains to all business areas, to name just a few: increasing complexities of 
worldwide competitive markets, shorter product and service cycles on the output side, swifter technology changes in internal 
production processes, more flexibility in supply change management processes on the input side, a current climate largely 
supporting innovation, or general intensification of internal as well as external networking of business processes.

Given this background Prof. Nastansky will present the <GCC-KM-PROCESS> approach his team is taking to exploit 
state-of-the-art IT-concepts in creating KM-environments. The basic research for architecture as well as many functionalities 
and tools of the GCC-KM-PROCESS framework has been performed at the Groupware Competence Center (GCC) at the 
University of Paderborn over the last decade. Lotus Notes/Domino has been the integrating IT-platform. Some of the 
GCC-research spawned commercial software products being developed and marketed by Pavone AG, the industry partner of 
GCC. The presentation will focus on some of the innovative approaches within the <GCC-KM-PROCESS> framework 
consisting of both, professional software products as well as current prototype work.

On the professional software side GCC-KM-PROCESS is based upon: ESPRESSO KM middleware framework; ENTERPRISE 
OFFICE comprising a complete WfMC-compliant workflow system including workflow simulation; GroupProject for project 
management; KnowledgeGateway (all in their newest 2001 releases by PAVONE AG). Especially, the document object types 
of the ENTERPRISE OFFICE system together with their versatile content meta-descriptions allow for flexible 'hooks' 
connecting to various virtual conveyer-belts defining process sequencing. - Still in prototyping status are: <HyperView> 
direct-manipulative user shell based on Inxight's HyperbolicTree; <ANALYZER> tool framework mapping structures and 
metrics of incremental knowledge creation processes; <GroupProcess> approach for integrating ad-hoc workflows in the 
'workflow-continuum'-model created at GCC; <G8-portal> as a coherent customable entry point.

Goal and level

The goal of the talk is to give an introduction and overview of the presenter's approach and visions of KM pertaining to the 
specifics of organizational process environments. This includes to show a blend of tools and applications in the framework of 
the GCC-KM-PROCESS model. The level of the presentation is tuned to non-specialists in the area of KM with emphasis on 
introducing and demonstrating the variety of topics comprising process-related KM. It is adjusted to an academic audience, 
including people in business being responsible for the directions of corporate KM. The tools and applications parts will give 
basic information about interesting and innovative functionalities and user-interfaces.

Agenda

Knowledge Management ChallengesI.
- the never-ending task of re-structuring the restructured in ever varying processes

Knowledge Management paradigms: Technology vs. PeopleII.
- the importance of the "knowledge accident" as a typical kind of process interaction

The GCC-KM-PROCESS frameworkIII.
- a comprehensive KM approach for process structures

Repositories and containers for KM objectsIV.
- documents, multimedia, databases, and the web

Knowledge Management in projectsV.
- characteristics of KM in one-time process environments

Knowledge Management in workflowsVI.
- characteristics of KM in repetitive process environments

User Access in Knowledge ManagementVII.
- navigation, manipulation of structures, user interfaces, portals

ConclusionVIII.

The presentation will be brought about out of Prof. Nastansky's personal version of the <GCC-KM-PROCESS> 
KM-environment embedded in Lotus Notes. This mobile environment has grown over the last ten years, is based on 
multimedia, hyper-links, and intelligent electronic documents. Thus, the presentation is not prefabricated in the linear mode as 
dictated by PowerPoint or other similar tools; it rather supports an associative mode of explication.
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Former academic positions include Université de Montréal (Canada, 1971-72, 1982), University of 
Saarbruecken (Germany, 1973-74), University of Paderborn (1974-84) and University of St. Gallen 
(Switzerland, 1984-91).

Teaching, research and project areas

Teaching, research, and consulting focus: information & knowledge management, office systems, 
groupware oriented architectures & systems, groupware-based software development, workflow 
management, business-to-business office solutions, integrated intranet - extranet - internet system 
design, document management systems, hypertext- and multimedia-systems, project management 
and process enacting systems, business process re-engineering, electronic messaging systems, 
corporate client-server architectures, process-oriented controlling systems, e-learning environments

Foundation of IT-companies & Technology Transfer

Prof. Nastansky is initiator and cofounder of PavoSoft Ltd. (founded 1990, acquired 1992 by Lotus 
Consulting Services in Germany) and PAVONE AG (founded in 1994). Within the GCC Paderborn, 
Pavone is the partner with business experience and service delivery in IT-industry complementing the 
academic knowledge-base and infrastructure of GCC @ University of Paderborn.


